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birthdays

Davide Fioravanti (INFN-BO, though not on my research activity:

THIS IS NOT A TALK)

Some calembours



Professional historians studied the beginning of the birthday/
anniversary celebration: ‘The invention of anniversary’ by J-C 
Schmidt, famous french historian: rather modern invention for 
which we need to wait for the 53 candles of Goethe’s birthday 
(1802). Complicated motivations: the importance of remembering.    



Whose birthdays?



• Francesco made me notice that the seminal paper by BPZ on 2d CFTs, although 
publish in 1984, was actually granted release by the authors in November 1983 


• Already 40 years: tempus fugit, and this might generate a light feeling of sadness. 
Yet, fortunately there are many young generations which are also here around 
working on and interested in the topic. This made very happy yesterday!


• In fact, 2D CFTs represent a still very active field of research as we already 
appreciated in previous talks and will rediscover in subsequent ones.   



• No need to illustrate the very long list of different fields where CFTs give crucial and 
fundamental outcomes!


• BPZ paper was on the stream of illo tempore investigations on arbitrary dimension 
CFT, but it stated the miracle of 2D: conformal symmetry (emphasised by Polyakov’s 
theorem) is infinite dimensional. Some clues from Virasoro calculation on string 
theory? Virasoro in Turin: no central charge, but apparently corrected by Gliozzi! 


• Infinite symmetries stimulated research activity on Quantum Integrable Theories: for 
instance as perturbed CFTs, massive and massless flows. 


• Moreover, BPZ stimulated higher dimensional CFTs investigations, also in some modern 
times: AdS/CFT duality (integrability!!), conformal bootstrap, etc.


• From 2D to higher D non-holographically, e.g. AGT correspondence: Liouville/4D gauge



Second birthday: Francesco’s



My pleasure and honour to have 
this ‘chat’ with you on some 

Francesco’s activity 



How to characterise it?
A sort of phase diagram

Big Bang or birth of a star: baby Ravanini

Gauge or confined phase with two masters in Turin: Sciuto and Gliozzi



Towards liberation
with the help of Nico (joke, of course)

Still ‘lattice’, but with more emphasis on 2D models!!



Liberation was already in the Big Bang!

Leitmotiv of Francesco’s research was already in there: almost all the relevant and dear topics in his 
elegant view of physics!!   

And notice the date: we may immagine that baby Ravanini was very close to BPZ looking at titles!

But not quite……



Yet, in very good company….. 



Then, Francesco meets 2D CFT



2D Conformal life of Francesco
Ask him about his approach to BPZ by another master: Di Vecchia

Nordita time



Continuation on CFTs

Beginning in Bologna



The Age of Integrability
or Francesco’s massive life

Perturbed CFTs but still integrable

Beginning of the collaboration with Patrick and Roberto



Continued collaboration with Patrick and Roberto 

Marian, a common dear friend with unusual style



Colliding personalities

Francesco: 
1) appointments for research discussions; 
2) punctuality; 
3) scientific life starts in the morning and ends in the evening; 
4) 2/3 cups of coffee per day; 
5) no smoking;

Marian: 
Appearing at around 12.30: “Ohi, let’s go for lunch”…..

But, still physics did work: Francesco’s extensive knowledge of integrable perturbations, Marian’s (and mine) understanding 
of Drienfeld-Sokolov classical KdV classifications

resulted in a intriguing correpondence (missed by BLZ)



Thanks Francesco and 
everybody!


